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ABSTRACT 

Relation between the equations of motion for the massloss fields in the hot-
erolic string theory, and the conformal invariance of the a model describing the 
propagation of the hct erotic string in arbitrary background mass less fields is dis
cussed. It is emphasized that this a mode) contains complete information about 
the string theory. Finally we discuss the extension of the Hull-WHten proof of 
local gauge and Lorentz invariance of the a-model to higher order in a', and 
the modification of the transformation laws of the antisymmetric tensor field un
der these symmetries. Presence of anomaly in the naive N = \ aupersymmetry 
transformation is also pointed out in this context. 
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I shall begin my talk by discussing the relation between the fixed point equa

tions of the a model and the equations or motion for the various mass less fields 

in the heterotic string theory . 1 ' - 3 ' I shall work in the light cone gauge and 

consider a background where the gravitoij Geld g,,{x), the antisynimrtric tensor 

field Bij[x), and the gauge field A^'(x) acquire vacuum expectation value (vev) 

only in the eight transverse directions and are independent of the longitudinal 

coordinates x° and I 9 . The dilaton field d is taken to be independent of all 

space-time coordinates, in which case it may be absorbed in various fields and 

coupling constants ' and never appear explicitly in our analysis." The action 

for the first quantized heterotic string in such a background is given by, 

s =~ f dT f do(gij(x)aaxiaax> +e^B%j{X)aaxta0xi i ig,}ixy;yax' 
0 

+ X{r>kt{X) + sitixnp'x'dvX*] + &[i?stt + AM(x){T"uP

aaax*)i.«< 
+ jF^(Jf)*V(rA f),i^X' f eA^). (1) 

where a' is the string tension, X' are the eight bosonir fields. A' are the eight [eft-

handed Majorana-Weyl spinors and $* are the 32 right-handed Majorana-Weyl 

spinors respectively. We are working in the Ncveu-Schwarz-Riimond representa

tion, SO that the A*'d transform in the vector representation of SO(8), whereas the 

jf/'-s transform in the 32 representation of SO(32) or (16,1)+(1,1 G) representation 

of the 5 0 ( 1 6 ) ® 5 0 ( 1 6 ) subgroup of Eg 0 E6. Abo here, 

Stf* = j (** /* + 9,11* + dkBij). (2) 

rtf* = 2 ^ j f f , t + d t 9 , } " a , f f J * ) ' f3' 

and F/jf is the field strength associated with the vector potential ,-i;w. The action 

* These constraints on the background Gelds are need«tl to ensure that ilie 0 ami 9 direct ions 
remain Oat as a solution of the classical equations of motion, thus allowing «.< ID choose the 
light-coite gauge. 
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(1) haa an JV = | supersymmetry: 

6X* =ie\U W - -(3T - * ) ^ -
(4) 

For a consistent formulation of the string theory in a given background, we 
require the sigma model described in Eq.(l) to be conformally invariant. This 
requires all the /^functions of the theory to vanish. Since there arc three in
dependent sets of dimension two operators in the theory, namely, 3aXidaX', 
^daX^BpX^ and ^ * ( r w ) j J p a 0 ( a Q X i , that are not lelated to each other by 
supersymmetry transformation, we get three different sets of consistency condi
tions on the background fields. A fourth consistency condition comes from the 
requirement that the central charge of the Virasoro algebra in this conformally 
invariant field theory should be the same as in the corresponding free field theory. 
We have carried out a complete one loop calculation and part of the two loop 
calculation in this model. The consistency conditions turn out to be, 

Ru + Sa-A*" + j [F&Ff* - Ri^nT"") + • • • = o, (s) 

^{s»+^[t^j^+^F^+Mfm-(izij])+"-=a (6) 

DkpM _ fMNPANkFP _ giffff m 0 ( 7 ) 

J 2 + | 5 * = 0 (8) 

where w is the spin connection and fMNP are the structure constants of the 
group. Here ...denotes terms from two loop contribution of order A3 and u 3 , 

t The transformation law of <l> given here ww not Deeded m Itef. 1 to prove aitpcisymmttry 
of the action (1), since we used the equations of motion of </i in our proof. If we da not me 
toe equation* of motion of the $ fieldf we need to use the explicit transformation Jawj al $ 
given here. 
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as well as terms which vanish when we set the background antisymmetric tensor 

field and the Ricci tensor to zero. Eq.(7) contains only the complete one loop 

result, whereas Eq.(8) contains the complete two loop result. These equations 

turn out to be identical to the equations of motion for the masslcss fields derived 

from the Grccn-Schwarz, Gross-Witten modified Chapline-Manton action : 

where, 

'/y* •-- svk + ~na{A)llk - jfisHu* (in) 

n»{AU =- \ [AffFfi - %A$A*AKTTW»T»TF)\. ( M ) 

and n3(u) is obtained by replacing A*f by the spin connection w in Kq.(I I). From 

this we conjecture that (here is an exact one to one correspondence bedveen il.i' 

consistency conditions for the propagation of a s t r i ig in a, given li.irk^r.nirni, 

and the classical equations of motion for the mas; ' JS fields derivrd fruri I rn1 '• :i 

dimensional effective action, The higher loop corrections in the o iinulrl v>.'.] 

correspond to the higher dimensional operators in the cffi'riivr ariii).-: Inr ii:i 

masslcss fields. 

I now want to emphasize the following points: 

1) If we set the gauge connection to be equal to the spin connect inn. <I:KI -•'' 

Bij to zero, the action (l) reduces to that or an Ar - 1 siiprrKymmi'trir rum-

linear a model, plus the action for free fermions. Such models arc knnwit tit h a w 

vanishing;?- function if the background is Ricci flat and Kanler*' . 

2) The exact one to one correspondence between the chiss'u'iil rtjuniioii- iv 

motion and the equations for the vanishing of the J-functinii irlls us ih.it «V.T\ 

solution of the classical equations or motion provide a consistent '.lai-k^m-irnl IW 

the formulation of the string theory. This includes not only the vui-tnui: -r>:-i<i. : . 
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but also various topological and non-topological excitations a; ound the vacuum, 

e.g. a classical monopole solution. 

3) Action (l) ia classically invariant under a gauge symmetry transformation, 

A^[X)TM -» A^'(X)TM =U{X)A^l{X)TMU-i(X) + U{X)idiU-l[X), 

* - » < / - ' ^ ( W . (12) 

v>^« e U{X) is any map from the manifold spanned by the coordinates X1 to the 

gauge group Ea ®Ea or 5 0 ( 3 2 ) , Thus naively one would expect the equations 

for the vanishing of the /J-Functions to be invariant under the above symmetry 

transformation. Eq.(6), however, is not invariant under such symmetry, due to 

the presence of the gauge non-invariant terms of the form AffFfif.. This is due 

to the fact that the symmetry (12) is anomalous due to the chiral nature of the 

fermions 0". This is also responsible for the appearance of the Chern-Stmons 

term in the effective action (9), which is not explicitly gaugo invariant. Similar 

remarks hold also for the local Lorentz transformations. 

4) Next I want to point out that the criterion that the fixed point equations 

of the c-modcl are derivable from an action is a very strong constraint on the 

o-modcl itself, and is probably true only for those cr-models which represent the 

propagation of strings in background fields. For example, in the a-model ap

proach, the Sf3F& term in Eq.(7) appears, from one loop fcrmion self-energy 

graphs, whereas the D1(AffFW,) term in Eq.(6) appears from a two loop graph, 

one of whose internal loop is a fermion loop with anomalous contribution. When 

we derive these equations from the effective action (9), both these terms come 

from the variation or the S^ttt^AY^ term in (9). Thus the criterion for the 

fixed point equations to he derivable from an effective action relates a non-

anomalous one-loop contribution to the /J-function to an anomalous two loop 

contribution. In particular, if we construct a new cr-model by adding 32 left-

handed fcrroions which couple to the gauge field A^iX) in the same way as the 

32 right-handed fermions ip*, the gauge symmetry (12) ceases to be anomalous, 
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and the D{[A^F^.) term must disappear from Eq.(6). The S'j F™ term, rr.m-

ing from the one-lor.p fermion seJF-energy contribution, knows nothing about the 

addition or the new fermions, and continues to be present in E<i.(7). Thus in 

the new a-modcl constructed this way the fixed point equations arc no longer 

derivable from an action, 

5) The action (9) contains cubic as well as quartic and higher order terms 

in the massless fields, occuring due to the interchange of heavy intermediate 

states. This indicates that the calculation of the cr-modcl /it-functions lu all 

orders in the perturbation theory reproduces the Full effective* art ion fur the 

massless fields, obtained by summing all the tree graphs with massless fields 

as external lines ind massive fields as internal lines. (This is al.so equivalent 

to constructing the effective action by eliminating the massive fit-Ids by their 

classical equations of motion). In string theory, knowing this effective action we 

may calculate the scattering amplitude involving arbitrary external massless and 

massive states, by using the factorization properties of the amplitudes. Heme 

the c-model described by the action (l) contains complete infonrpliort ahmii I In* 

helerotic siring theory,* although we have not coupled the string to the msis-ive 

fields explicitly. 

Now I want to show how the result that the fixed point equations of the 

(7-model are identical to the classical equations of motinn for the inas^less field-

may be used to derive non-trivial information about the string effective action 

We shall show, for example, that the Lorentz Chern-Simons term in the elFerti".<• 

action mujt have as its argument the generalized spin connection which iticl-.i.!. • 

torsion. Among other things, this will imply that the ronsbtenry condition ' 

/ Ft\F- J RAR -0 must be replaced by / F - \ F - f R 'R 0 in 'he presnu >• 

of torsion, where R is the generalized curvature. The simplest way in see v.In 

* This statement is not completely correct, since (I) dor* not contain t]n> inrsl P T U T il m.i.i... 
l eu background fields. This difficulty may be avoided by working in I In- i mifi'iin il v'-inKt-
at in Ref.2. 

t This investigation was inspired by a queation asked by A. StronmiRrr during iln* I .ilk 
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this should be so is to write the part of the action (I) quadratic in A as, 

itflM* + P ° K » - sndaX^x6 = a'tfs,* + P

aQfaaxi\xb {13) 

where a and 6 are tangent apace Indices, u is the ordinary spin connection, 
and Q is the generalized spin connection. [The only other term in the action 
involving A ia the four-fermion coupling, but we may ignore it completely in a 
two loop calculation or the ^-function]. During the calculation of the ^-function 
using the background field method, ' we may Lreat i); a s s new parameter, 
independent of p^ and By. The connections Q?* and Af1 then appear in the 
ff-model lagrangian exactly in the same way except for the fact that Q couples to 
the left handed fermions A, whereas A^ couples to the right handed fermions i}>'. 
The presence of the Chern-Sitnons term involving A** in the fixed point equations 
then automatically implies the presence of a. similar Chern-Simons term with O 
as its argument. * 

This result leads us naturally to ask whether the torsion Sfh appearing in 
the expression for Ljfb should be replaced by the covariant torsion Hfl defined in 
Eq.(W) when we calculate the higher order terms in the ^-function. The answer 
to this question is connected intimately as to how the local gauge and Lorcntz 
tnvariance is restored in higher orders in the world sheet perturbation theory. 
Under local gauge and Lorentz transformation of the background fields, the one 
loop effective action involving the bosonic fields transforms as , 

ssu-iocP) = ±.fdTfda £^(aa0MAf - o W ^ ^ x 1 ' (14) 

where 0*'* and 6al are the gauge and Lorentz transformation parameters respec
tively. As was pointed out by Hull and Witten ' , the anomalous variation of 

* This can also be seen from the analysts of Rcf, II. 
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the effective action to one loop ordjr may be cancelled by redefining the trans

formation laws of B{j under local Lorentz and gauge transformations: 

BBij = j ^ d ^ j - 0*3^%) (15) 

This anomalous variation of fl,-j, however, induces an anomalous variation of S^i, 

and hence also an anomalous variation of LJ, which induces a further variation of 

the action in order an. A simple way to get rid of this problem is to repliui> .'J"1' 

by / /?* in the original tr-model lagrangian, since II transforms covariantly unrlnr 

local gauge and Lorentz transformation. The new transformation law of / i t J is 

then given by Eq.(lS) with Q replaced by w - H, and the covariant torsion 11,^ 

is now determined from the equation, 

//,-,-* = a{iBjtn + j\nz[A) - n 3(« - H)llt { IG) 

which can be solved iteratively for H. 

In order to restore local gauge and Lorenlz invariance in higher order in ft', 

we ntUHt also take care of ihc fact that the presence of the four fermion coupling 

in (1) gives rise to new contribution to local Lorentz and gauge anomaly other 

than those discussed in Rcf. 11. This may be analyzed by introducing auxiliary 

fields S°h, Rgk, and replacing the four fcrmion cou ling term in (l) by, 

--l~;[SZl>F?b

f$TMf>a<!> + iH?X'pa\b + 4SZ*Raba} (17) 
47TOT 

where S and R are defined to transform covariantly under the local gauge and 

Lorcntz transformation. We may now construct an effective action involving 

the fields Jf\ S^ and R°b by integrating out the tf and A fields. Since the 

connections coupling to ijj and A fields contain new term* proportional tu 5 anil 

R respectively, the variation of this effective action under local gauge ami Lttrpntz 
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transformation now contains new terms given by, 

~h J dT I ** ̂ P'9"**8? - ******?) ( 1 8 ) 
besides those given in Eq. (14), This extra, variation may be cancelled by adding 
new terms to the lagrangian given by, 

j^jdrjda ^aa7C{A^F^Sf - iu?Btf) (19) 

Adding (19} to (17} and eliminating the auxiliary Gelds by their equations of 
motion we get the following extra terms in the action besides the four fermion 
coupling: 

—^T^{A^dBXk\'tpaXb^ - v?dpXi$paTM1>Eali + ^-daX<daXkA^wf\. 
32JT 4 

(20) 

The addition of these new terms, as well as the replacement of S by H 
in the o-modcl action destToya the naive JV = ~ supersymmetry of the action. 
This symmetry, however, is anomalous,* since it involves field dependent phase 
transformation of the chiral fermions: 

SXa =«k(icV)V - e?(3r - aa)}Ce 

srH-^^)[TMu^ (21) 

It is conceivable that the extra terms added to the lagrangian in order to 
restore the ten dimensional local gauge and Lorentz invariance will also restore 
the two dimensional N =\ Bupersymmetry. 

I wish to thank J. Attick, W. Bardeen, S. Das, A. Dhar, E. Martinec, 
IL Nepomechie, M. Rubin, B. Sathiapalan, A. Stromingcr, T. Taylor, H. Tye, 
Y. S. Wu., 5. Yankielowicz, and C. Zachos for useful discussions during various 
stages of this work. 

* Tkit baa been noted by Attick, Dhar and Ratra in a different context 1 3 ' . 
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